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LEFT PERIPHERY 
1. Definition 
According to recent syntactic theories, clauses are structured in three main layers, 
which are organized into sub-units. The lowest layer consists of the verb plus its 
arguments, and is referred to as the Verb Projection (VP) domain. On top of the VP 
layer, there is the inflectional layer defined as Inflectional Projection (IP) domain, 
which is the domain for the realization of tense, number, person, and structural 
Case. On top of this, there is a layer that links the clause either to the immediately 
dominating clause or to the discourse domain. It is usually referred to as the 
Complementizer Projection (CP) domain or Left Periphery (LP), since the CP hosts 
all the items that are spelled out to the left of the IP, i.e. in sentence-initial position: 
 
(1) [CP/LP… [IP…[VP…]]] 
 
Rizzi (1997) has argued extensively that the LP must be decomposed into sub-units, 
in the same way as the VP and IP domains. His research has a led to the distinction 
of different projections within the LP corresponding to: (i) the representation of the 
illocutionary force (ForceP) of the clause, encoding the relation between the 
propositional content expressed by the selected IP and the super-ordinate 
structure; (ii) the realization of topicalized and focalized elements (TopP and FocP); 
(iii) the realization of finiteness (FinP), encoding the relation with the IP and 
reflecting certain requirements of the verbal system of the clause. All these sub-
units are hierarchically organized as follows: 
 
(2) [LP Force…Top…Focus…(Top)…FinP] 
 2. The Left Periphery in Chinese 
2.1. ForceP 
The Left Periphery is closed off upward by Force. Force encodes ‘clausal typing’ 
information, distinguishing between various clause types. Since Tāng Tíng-chí, 湯廷
池 (1988, 1989), Chinese sentences final particles have been often analyzed as 
complementizers in the left periphery and expressing certain illocutionary forces 
(Lee 1986, Cheng 1991). In fact different final particles make different contributions 
to the interpretation of the sentence they are attached to (Chao 1968, Li and 
Thompson 1981, Hú Míngyáng 胡明楊 1981, Chu 1998). In more recent work, Li 
(2006) argues that Chinese final particles are not all uniformly generated in only 
one position in the CP area (final particles can actually co-occur), but are heads of 
distinct functional projections within in the left periphery.  
Final particles can be analyzed in two ways: (i) as head-initial, thus realized in 
the Left Periphery, or (ii) head-final, i.e. realized on the right of the sentence. The 
first option follows Kayne’s (1994) anti-symmetric view of syntax, which assumes 
that ‘specifier-head-complement’ is the universal word order across languages. 
Therefore, in order to derive the correct surface order with the final particles at the 
end of the sentence, one has to assume that the entire clause moves up to some 
higher position above the final particles (Sybesma 1999). When more than one final 
particle is attached to a sentence, successive movement will take place. However, 
the analysis of the final particles as head-final locates the final particles in the right 
periphery, deriving straightforwardly their surface position, at the end of the 
sentence (Paul 2005, Gasde and Paul 1996). 
 
2.2. FinP 
The Left Periphery is closed downward by finitness. Finitness specifies the 
distinction between finite and non-finite clauses. Chinese does not have overt 
morphological marking of tense that allows to systematically distinguish between 
finite and non-finite clauses. 
There are two classes of analysis of finitness in Chinese. The first analysis 
assumes that Chinese simply has no syntactic node representing finiteness (Ernst 
1994, Gasde and Paul 1996, Ting 1998, Liu 1999, Hu, Pan and Xu 2001). According to 
this analysis, there is no valid distinction between finitness and non-finitness in 
Chinese, since this language does not have morphological means of marking past 
events and locates event in time by using temporal adverbs or by merely relying on 
contextual information. The second line of analysis defends the opposite idea, that 
is the distinction between finiteness and non-finiteness, though covert, does exist in 
Chinese (Huang 1982, Li 1985, 1990, Sybesma 1999, 2004, Tang 2000). In favor of this 
analysis, it has been argued that the distinction between finitness and non-finitness 
accounts for the distribution of certain empty categories Huang (1982) and for the 
fact that finite clauses, differently from not non-finite clauses, are barriers to 
certain syntactic operations (Li 1985, 1990). In recent work, Sybesma (2007) provides 
further evidence in favor of covert Tense agreement.  
 
2.3 Topic  
Topic is generally defined as the contextually bound or old information (Halliday 
1967, Jackendoff 1972 among many others). According to Li and Thompson (1976), 
languages can be classified into subject-prominent and topic-prominent. Chinese is 
a topic-prominent language, in the sense that it organizes its syntax to emphasize 
the topic-comment structure of the sentence, rather than the subject-predicate 
structure. Li and Thompson (1976) claim that in topic-comment languages there is a 
surface coding for the topic (the topic particles or a pause), but not necessarily for 
the subject.  
The most famous example of topicalization in Chinese is the sentence in (3). It 
is sometimes referred to as Chinese-style topic, because it reflects the topic-
prominent property of Chinese, in the sense that there is no element in the clause 
that can be linked directly to the topicalized item in the Left Periphery. 
 
(3) 那場火幸虧消防隊來的快。 
[Nèi  chăng  huŏ] xìngkuī  xiāofáng-duì lái  de kuài. 
That CL  fire  fortunately fire-brigade come DE  quick 
‘That fire, fortunately the fire-brigade came quickly.’ 
(Chao 1968:753) 
 
An example of canonical topicalization in Chinese is in (4). The topicalized object is 
not in its canonical post-verbal position, but is fronted to the beginning of the 
sentence, in the Left Periphery. The topic can be followed by a topic marker, like a 
啊, ya 呀, ne 呢, ma 嘛, ba 吧 (Shyu 1995, Gasde 1999, Paul 2005, Li 2006). In Chinese 
topicalized structures, the presence of the resumptive pronoun within the clause is 
optional, differently from what happens in Romance languages, 
 
(4) 張三啊今天下午我看（他）見 
Zhāngsān a, jīntiān xiàwŭ  wŏ kànjiàn (ta) le. 
Zhangsan TOP today afternoon 1S saw  3 S  PART 
‘As for Zhangsan, I saw him this afternoon.’ 
 
Similarly to what has been found in Romance, also in Chinese it is possible to 
distinguish between different types of topic not only on the basis of the 
interpretation, but also on syntactic grounds (Badan 2007, Badan and Del Gobbo 
2010). 
Whether topic structures are derived by movement (Huang 1982, 1987, Li 1990, 
Shi 1992, Qu 1994, Shyu 1995) or base-generation (Xu and Langendoen 1985, Xu 
1986) or both (Huang Li and Li 2009, Badan and Del Gobbo 2010) is still object of 
debate. 
 
2.4. Focus  
Focus is generally described as the salient or new information in a sentence 
(Halliday 1967, Jackendoff 1972 among many others). Differently from topic, the 
bare focused element cannot be moved to the Left Periphery in Chinese, but remains 
in situ. For instance the element bearing contrastive focus in (5A1) can never be 
fronted to the Left Periphery, as shown by the ungrammaticality of (5A2). 
 
(5) Q: 張三喝橘汁了嗎？ 
Zhāngsān hē   jú-zhī  le  ma? 
Zhangsan drink orange-juice  PART Q 




A1: 不是，（他）喝葡萄酒了！      subject > verb> object 
Bù shì,  (tā) hē  pútáojiŭ le! 
Not to.be  3S drink wine PART 
‘No, he drank wine!’ 
 A2: *不是，葡萄酒他喝了！ 
*Bù  shì,  pútáojiŭ tā hē  le! 
  Not to.be wine 3S drink PART 
 
The focalization structure that involves the left periphery in Chinese is the lian 連
…dou 都 construction, that is the even-construction (Paris 1979, 1998, 1999, Shyu 
1995, 2004, Hole 2004, Tsai 1994, Badan 2007, 2008 among others). Lian 連 is 
generally associated with the meaning of even: dou 都 is a quantificational element 
that literally means ‘all’. When a sentence contains the lian 連…dou 都 construction, 
the focused element preceded by lian 連 is mandatorily pre-posed either to the left 
of dou都 and the main verb (6a), or to the Left Periphery of the sentence (6b). It is 
possible to distinguish the two constructions on syntactic grounds, but the 
differences between the two forms in terms of interpretation is still object of debate 
(Badan 2008). 
 
(6) a. 我連這些書都看完了。 
Wo lián  zhè  xiē  shū  dōu kàn-wán le. 
1S even this  CL.PL book all read-finish PART 
‘I read even these books.’ 
 
b. 連這些書我都看完了 
lián  zhè xiē  shū  [wŏ dōu kàn-wán le]. 
Even this CL.PL book 1S all read-finish PART 
‘I read even these books.’ 
 
Despite the fact that Chinese is a tonal language, several studies have shown that 
the lexical tones of a focused element can be uttered with a special accent 
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